TRAKO 21 – 24.09.2021
14th International Railway Fair
Booking office:
BT Gdanka Travel
Rzeczypospolitej str. 8
80-369 Gdańsk
tel. 500 077 944
e-mail: gdanka@gdankatravel.pl

we offer the accommodation during Fair. All rooms with bathrooms. Breakfast included. We
offer specially negotiated rates for Fair visitors. Other rooms and hotels – on request. We offer bus
transfers, guides services as well. Price list number one, valid until further notice. In case of
significant change of Euro rate to zloty, prices can be changed.
All our Clients are cordially invited to a free sightseeing of Gdańsk with a guide during the Fair. We
will send all details before the Fair.

ALMOND Business & SPA****

GALION***

the design of this modern space converted from
a former cocoa and marzipan factory. Four-star
business hotel with fully-equipped Spa &
Wellness zone is situated in the centre of
Gdańsk, ab. 6,5 km from Fair. Each room
amenities include independently controlled air
conditioning, safe and a paid minibar.

located at the mouth of Wisła Śmiała to the Gulf
of Gdansk in Górki Zachodnie - a quiet, seaside
district, just 15 minutes from the center, 1,800
meters from the public transport stop, ab. 14 km
from the Fair. Restaurant, gym, fitness room and
outdoor tennis court.

SGL - 90 Euro
DBL - 100 Euro
GRANO****

SGL - 56 Euro
DBL - 66 Euro
HOLIDAY INN GDAŃSK – CITY CENTRE****

New hotel, in the city centre on Spichrzów set in the city centre of Gdańsk on Spichrzów
Island, ab. 6 km from the Fair. Cozy, spacious, Island, 450 m from Long Market, ab. 6 km from
air-conditioned rooms, equipped with minibar, the Fair. All rooms are non-smoking and are
tea and coffee set, safe. Bathrobe and dryer fitted with air conditioning Among the facilities
in the bathroom. In the hotel restaurant, of this property there is a 24-hour fitness centre,
bar and a restaurant.
SPA and pool.
SGL - 108 Euro
DBL - 115 Euro

SGL - 127 Euro
DBL - 135 Euro

IBB DŁUGI TARG****

MERCURE GDAŃSK POSEJDON***

new hotel in a heart of Old Town, ab. 5,5 km
from Fair. You can embrace the ambience of
over 1000-year-old history that awaits to be
discovered just outside your windows. In rooms
tea and coffee set, manually controlled air
conditioning.

situated just 150 m from the beach in Gdańsk –
Jelitkowo, surrounded by a park, about 20
minutes by car from the center of Gdańsk, 7 km
from the Fair. In renovated rooms: desk, sofa,
pay-per-view channels, telephone, radio,
satellite channels

SGL – 112 Euro
DBL – 122 Euro
NOVOTEL GDAŃSK MARINA***

SGL - 100 Euro
DBL - 109 Euro
NUMBER ONE***

located on the Jelitkowo Beach and 7,5 km from
the Fair. Offers rooms with sea view, telephone,
radio, cable channels, desk, minibar, wake up
service/alarm clock, free Wi-Fi. The hotel has an
indoor swimming pool.

brand new, conveniently located in the heart of
Gdańsk, on The Granary Island, ab. 6,5 km from
Fair. Its architectural design references the
historic building development of the Granary
Island in a harmonious way. Hotel has a wellequipped wellness area.

SGL - 106 Euro
DBL -114 Euro

SGL - 97 Euro
DBL -105 Euro

PURO****

RADISSON BLU SOPOT ****

2015 opened, Gdansk Old Town centrally
located, ab. 6 km from the Fair. Elegant and
modern, Scandinavian style rooms with a minibar, complimentary water and a 40-inch LED
smart TV with free Wi-Fi. Restaurant, coffee
service, Gym.

New one, located in Sopot, about 250 m from
the beach, 10 minutes walking distance from the
main promenade of the resort, approx. 9 km
from the Fair. Nice, pastel rooms, equipped with
Wi-Fi connection, coffee maker, tea set, minibar.
Restaurant, SPA, swimming pool, Gym.

SGL - 95 Euro
DBL -105 Euro
RADISSON HOTEL & SUITES GDAŃSK****

SGL - 88 Euro
DBL - 108 Euro
SMART**

Situated in the heart of Gdańsk Old Town, on
Granary Island, on the Motława River, ab. 6 km
from the Fair. All rooms are equipped with air
conditioning, a flat-screen TV, a kettle, and a
desk. 2 restaurants, bar, swimming pool, SPA &
wellness.

new, 2015 opened object located in the tradebusiness, very popular and attractively located
part of Gdańsk – Gdańsk-Wrzeszcz, ab. 5,5 km
from the Fair. Elegant, cosy and modern look
rooms with TV LCD and free Wi-Fi. Restaurant
and bar in the hotel.

SGL - 140 Euro
DBL - 155 Euro

SGL - 59 Euro
DBL - 65 Euro

TRAKO

BT Gdanka Travel
Rzeczypospolitej str. 8
80-369 Gdańsk
tel. 500 077 944
e-mail: gdanka@gdankatravel.pl

21 – 24.09.2021

14th International Railway Fair

HOTEL RESERVATION FORM
First name ….............................. Surname …....................................................
Company ….....................................................................................................
Address ….....................................................................................................
tel/fax …....................................., e-mail....................................................
reservation details – for participants

no.

Hotel

Date: from-to

Number of rooms
SGL

DBL

TRP

1.
2.
3.
Please fill this application form add stamp and send it to our office by an e-mail:
gdanka@gdankatravel.pl. Add the list of participants.
Payment: 30% of costs of reservation should be transferred to BT Gdanka Travel after receiving the
confirmation (in 14 days). The rest – not later than two weeks before arrival. Our bank details:
BRE BANK S.A. PL77 1140 2017 0000 4612 0077 4646, SWIFT code: BREXPLPWMUL
Cancellation policy: depends on the object and will be exact given in confirmation
date …..........................

signature …..................................

stamp

